International Institute of Business Analysis (IIBA™)

International Institute of Business Analysis (IIBA™) is an independent non-profit professional association serving the growing field of Business Analysis. It has become the leading association in the world of business analysis through the creation of the Business Analysis Body of Knowledge® (BABOK®), the collection of knowledge within the BA profession, reflecting the current generally accepted practices.

CERTIFIED BUSINESS ANALYSIS PROFESSIONAL™ (CBAP®)

The Certified Business Analysis Professional™ (CBAP®), a designation awarded to candidates who have successfully demonstrated their expertise in the field of Business Analysis. The IIBA CBAP credential provides business analysis practitioners with a recognized designation indicating a foundation from which they can competently practice business analysis.

To achieve the CBAP credential, candidates must satisfy defined educational, knowledge, and experience requirements established by the IIBA. Candidates must also demonstrate experience and expertise in at least four of the six knowledge areas: Enterprise Analysis, Requirements Planning & Management, Requirements Elicitation, Requirements Communication, Requirements Analysis & Documentation, and Solution Assessment & Validation.

SKILLSOFT’S AFFILIATION WITH IIBA™

Skillsoft is an approved IIBA™ Endorsed Education Provider (Provider Number E48315). Skillsoft provides courses that align with IIBA’s BABOK Guide v3 and are designed to help prepare learners for the Level 2 and Level 3 (formally CCBA and CBAP) exams. The 18 hours of this curriculum can be applied to the training requirements for exam candidates.

A list of Skillsoft’s BABOK-aligned courses can be found [here](https://www.skillsoft.com/courses/babok).
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